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Choose the Right Synonym for exhibit. Verb. show, exhibit, display, expose, parade, flaunt mean to present so
as to invite notice or attention. show implies no more than enabling another to see or examine. showed her
snapshots to the whole group exhibit stresses putting forward prominently or openly. exhibit paintings at a
gallery display emphasizes putting in a position where others may see ...The dark edges of the stumps began to
exhibit themselves, as the snow settled rapidly; the fences of logs and brush, which before had been only traced
by long lines of white mounds, that ran across the valley and up the mountains, peeped out from their covering,
and the black stubs were momentarily becoming more distinct, as large masses of snow and ice fell from their
sides, under the ...Contemporary Examples. of exhibit. The exhibit also includes examples of designers
borrowing from fine art, as Yves Saint Laurent did with his Mondrian dress.Synonyms for exhibit at
Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for
exhibit.The Exhibit House, Indianapolis, producing dynamic marketing environments for over 30 years.exhibit
definition: 1. to show something publicly: 2. an object that is shown to the public in a museum, etc.: 3. a
collection of objects that is shown to the public in a museum, etc.: . Learn more.An Exhibit helps you
supplement existing documents in a number of ways. Be it a civil suit, custody battle, or divorce, an Exhibit
allows you to append and submit new information for consideration.show, exhibit, display, expose, parade,
flaunt mean to present so as to invite notice or attention. show implies no more than enabling another to see or
examine.. showed her snapshots to the whole group; exhibit stresses putting forward prominently or openly..
exhibit paintings at a gallery; display emphasizes putting in a position where others may see to
advantage.FotoSága Photo Exhibit, Friedan vs Freud 55 Years of The Feminine Mystique July 20–Aug 15,
2018. As the Earth hurls into the 21 st Century with countless issues brought along from the past, we’re forever
altered by the quests of two people that understood more about us than we ourselves, Sigmund Freud and Betty
Friedan.A group of cultural institutions located throughout the greater Indianapolis area devoted to sharing
history with our guests. A group of cultural institutions in the greater Indianapolis area using our historic
collections to bring history to our guests in new and exciting ways. By working together, we tell a bigger story
than we could working alone.

